
Schloss Elmau  
In Elmau 2 
82493 Krün 
 

The following information is the hotelier's self-disclosure from 
11.3.2021. There are 2 categories of sleep and bed quality, the 
category "Schloss" and the category "Retreat" 
 

Category  -Schloss- 
  
sleeping environment and bed rating 

 

room temperature 
Air conditioning available 

 
no 

silence in the room - soundproofing  
Noise of mini-bar fridge 

 = Noises more or less absent 
  

 

Air conditioning noises 

 = Noises more or less absent 
  

no air conditioning available  

Soundproofing regarding street noise, television, 
noises from neighboring rooms etc. 

 = Noises more or less absent 
  

 

possibility of darkening the room  
Darkening Quality 

= the room can be almost   

                       completely darkened  

 
Note: if the possibility of darkening is important, please 

indicate when booking 

bed width   
Single bed  100-140 cm  ≙  39,37-55,12 inch 

Note: ask for it when booking 

Double bed 180-200 cm  ≙  70,87-78,74 inch 
Note: ask for it when booking 

bed length 200 cm  ≙   78,74 inch and 210 cm ≙ 82,67 inch 
Note: ask for it when booking 

mattress properties  
mattress age younger than 10 years yes 

mattress firmness tends to be firmer  
opportunity for improvement with a topper  
(this makes the mattress a little softer) 

yes  

Mattress type and Mattress manufacturer 
(no mandatory information) 

pocket spring mattress of Schramm 

pillows  
pillow menu 
is there a pillow menu as a directory for reading 
in the room? 

yes 
  

What types of pillows? down pillows, neck supporting pillows, anti-allergy 
pillows, anti-allergy neck rolls, Arven pillows, spelt-
lavender pillows, cherry stone pillows, horsehair 
pillows 

adjustable bedstead  
possibility of upper body elevation no 
possibility of raising legs no 

Note: however, variably adjustable by means of wedges 

availability yes (see also notes) 

do all hotel rooms meet these criteria 
 

 

 



 

Category  -Retreat- 
  
sleeping environment and bed rating 

 

room temperature 
Air conditioning available 

 
 no, but earth cooling system 

silence in the room - soundproofing  
Noise of mini-bar fridge 

 = Noises more or less absent 

  

 

Air conditioning noises 

 = Noises more or less absent 
  

 
Note: Noises can only be heard during the cooling 

process  

Soundproofing regarding street noise, television, 
noises from neighboring rooms etc. 

 = Noises more or less absent 
  

 

possibility of darkening the room  
Darkening Quality 

= the room can be almost   

                       completely darkened  

 

bed width   
Single bed  not available 

Double bed 200 cm  ≙  78,74 inch 

 

bed length 210 cm ≙  82,67 inch 

 

mattress properties  
mattress age younger than 10 years yes 

mattress firmness tends to be firmer  
opportunity for improvement with a topper  
(this makes the mattress a little softer) 

yes  

Mattress type and Mattress manufacturer 
(no mandatory information) 

pocket spring mattress of Schramm 

pillows  
pillow menu 
is there a pillow menu as a directory for reading 
in the room? 

yes 
  

What types of pillows? down pillows, neck supporting pillows, anti-allergy 
pillows, anti-allergy neck rolls, Arven pillows, spelt-
lavender pillows, cherry stone pillows, horsehair 
pillows 

adjustable bedstead  
possibility of upper body elevation no 
possibility of raising legs no 

Note: however, variably adjustable by means of wedges 

availability yes (see also notes) 

do all hotel rooms meet these criteria 
 

 

 

All statements of www.mybed.info without guarantee. 

Since it is voluntary information provided by the hoteliers, no liability can be accepted. 

http://www.mybed.info/

